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TOP-OF-THE-LINE VOCAL MICROPHONE

The dynamic, uncompromising vocal microphone TG V70 (s) takes it one step further in every conceivable 
way: enhanced technical features and higher quality materials that result in exceptional sound quality. The 
microphone’s discreet, modern design fits easily into everyday use on stage, and the progressively shock-
absorbing cartridge support dampens handling noises. Thanks to its hypercardioid features, the 
microphone also generates very low feedback. A world-class microphone – hand-made in Germany.

 

CUSTOMISED TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

While the TG V70 does not have a switch, its brother, the TG V70 s, does have a lockable, recessed switch 
that is integrated into the handle. No matter whether you are a singer-songwriter or a sound engineer, the 
different versions make sure you will find the microphone that suits you.

 

MADE IN GERMANY

For decades, beyerdynamic has been making a broad range of microphones by hand in Germany. The 
company has produced some true classics, microphones whose exceptional quality deserved the 
recognition that it received. The quality has been handed down, generation by generation, to the TG V70 
(s): painstaking craftsmanship, select materials and know-how made in Germany.

SOUND CHANNELLING TECHNOLOGY

To achieve that "unique" beyer sound, beyerdynamic has been developing and refining its Sound 
Channelling Technology (SCT) for decades. Our acoustic expercts have created acoustic labyrinths with 
special geometries that provide optimised sound channelling. They influence the sound and model the 
polar pattern by using precisely tuned delay lines and attenuation pads. Whether with additional elements, 
special materials or unique design: every beyerdynamic microphone has its own SCT to ensure optimal 
control of the sound waves. The result? Incredible sound quality.  

TOURING GEAR

THE BEST LIVE MICROPHONE SERIES WE'VE EVER BUILT.

Touring Gear - a series of live microphones that are set to excite performers in studios and on stages all 
over the world. Rugged in design with phenomenal audio quality, they are the perfect complement to 
beyerdynamic's legendary M series models, including well-known classics such as the M 88 TG and M 160.

TECHNICAL DATA

BEYERDYNAMIC TG V70 s

Šifra: 14730
Kategorija prozivoda: Vokalni Mikrofoni
Proizvođač: Beyerdynamic

Cena: 21.480,00  rsd
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USAGESinging, Speech

TRANSMISSION TYPEWired

TRANSDUCER TYPEDynamic

POLAR PATTERNHypercardioid

MICROPHONE FREQUENCY RESPONSE25 - 18.000 Hz

MICROPHONE TYPEhand-held microphone

CONNECTION3-pin XLR male

ARTICLE NO.TG V70(s) - SELECT OPTION

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


